Abstract
Introduction
Efficient scheduling of tasks is a critical issue for achieving high performance in parallel and distributed systems. The goal of scheduling algorithm is to map tasks to processors and order their executions to satisfy task precedence relationship and make minimum schedule length (makespan). Since the general scheduling algorithm is NP-complete [1] , many research efforts have been made in this rich field, i.e., list scheduling [2, 3] , cluster-based algorithms [4] , genetic algorithms [5] , simulated annealing algorithms [6] , duplication-based algorithms [7] , fuzzy scheduling [8] , branch and bound algorithm [9] , etc.. Among these scheduling algorithms, list-scheduling algorithm has been shown to have a good trade-off between performance and cost, and static scheduling
Scheduling model
Before describing the scheduling model, some notations and symbols used throughout this paper are listed in Table 1 . 
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The element number of set M 
The graph of tasks

The topology graph of network
For traditional scheduling algorithm, it is assumed that if Cut-through routing is assumed in [11] rather than stored-and-forward. Since BA (Basic Algorithm) [11] called in this paper does not consider the possible division of communication into packets, circuit switching is assumed. In cut-through routing, a station immediately forwards the data to the next station-the message "cuts through" the station. With every hop that a message or packet takes along its route through the network, a delay might occur. This delay is typically very small, usually it takes only a few network cycles. For this reason, the hop delay is neglected in edge scheduling for simplicity, but it can be included if necessary. Assume that each communication execution does not preempt the others, that is, 
That is, 
Basic Algorithm (BA)
Based on the scheduling model, Sinnen et al.
propose Basic Algorithm (BA) [11] . Algorithm 1. 1: Sort tasks into list L, according to static priority scheme and precedence constraints. We call this algorithm as basic insertion algorithm in this paper.
OIHSA
This paper proposes two edge scheduling algorithms. The first algorithm proposed is Optimal Insertion Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm. The core idea of OIHSA comprises of four aspects: the choice of processor for ready task, the determination of the priorities of edges, the modified routing algorithm, the edge scheduling on links.
The choice of processor for ready task
Generally, the edge scheduling algorithm falls into the scope of dynamic scheduling. The reason is that static choice of a processor for a task could not reflect the real network situations and the contentions on network links play a critical role in scheduling performance as described in Section 1. From Algorithm 1, the start time of the communication data from predecessors to the ready task is all the same, that is, the finish time of the predecessor which finishes latest at runtime. BA chooses the processor for ready task by whether the processor can provide the earliest finish time of the task or not, while ignoring the effect of edge communication on scheduling performance. OIHSA uses the heuristic similar to static scheduling algorithm to assign the ready task i n to the processor k P , which satisfies the following criterion:
The choice of priority of edges
As described in Section 4.1, for any a ready task, each edge from all of its predecessors has the same start time. Obviously, the different scheduling sequence of edges leads to different scheduling quality. Intuitively, the edge with a larger cost dominates the start time of the ready task due to the fact that the edge with small cost still has opportunity to search an earlier idle time interval on the same link even if the edge with large cost occupies the idle time slot in advance, but not vice versa. has been determined (see Section 4.3), a probing message can be sent to traverse the route path to determine and reserve time slot for j i e , on each route link by optimal insertion algorithm (see Section 4.4). The edge transfer sequence is strictly in accordance with the cost of edges. Thus, the edge with higher priority determines its route path and reserve time slot earlier than the edge with lower priority on the same link, which possibly shortens the start time of successive tasks.
Modified routing algorithm
BA adopts classical BFS to search route path according to the criterion of smallest number of links between source processor and target processor. However, generally, the shortest physical distance does not mean the most suitable route path because BFS neglects the real workload of network. OIHSA utilizes modified Dijkstra algorithm to find suitable route path. The minimal criterion is the finish time of edge on each link by basic insertion algorithm (see Section 3).
Optimal insertion algorithm
Unlike BA, OIHSA uses the optimal insertion policy for the edges when they are allocated with idle time slots on route links. As described in Section 4. Lemma 2) . Thereby, the task scheduler based on OIHSA should be assisted by some kinds of packet delay schemes (e,g., all-optical packet switching [12] ). Note that the duration that can be deferred is also constrained by the edges with a later start time than Proof. It can be derived directly from the nonpreemption of edge execution on route link assumed in scheduling model. Theorem 1. The OIHSA proposed is the optimal insertion algorithm under the assumptions in this paper.
Proof. It is easy to derive that the optimal insertion algorithm should meet two requirements: finding the largest idle time slot and the earliest start time for edge's execution. The proof of first requirement proceeds by induction. By Property 1, the available idle time slot should be within two adjacent occupied time slots. Of course, the largest idle time slot is unexceptional. By Proposition 1 TS , , will be adjusted accordingly. And the labels of remaining time slots keep unchanged. Therefore, the scheduling cost can also be reduced.
The adjustment of affected time slots is described as bellows. First, the labels of these effected time slots are modified accordingly. Next, the start time and the finish time of the effected time slots should be adjusted. Assume the edge y x e , is being scheduled and the variable symbol is equal to n m TS , , we can obtain
Finally, the earliest start time, the start time, and the finish time of edges occupying these effected time slots should be adjusted accordingly by their definitions.
BBSA
BBSA starts from another point of network communication, that is, bandwidth. In this paper, we assume that the link bandwidth is linearly related to the data transfer speed of the link. BBSA proposed tries to transfer edge communication as early as possible by fully exploiting the bandwidth of network links without contradicting the link causality condition. We define the remaining bandwidth rate provided by 
Experiment results
Simulation experiments are used in the paper to compare our algorithms with relevant algorithms. Let U(i,j) be an uniformly distributed integer in the range of [i, j] . Let the number of processors be 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, the number of tasks in task set U(40, 1000). The speed of processors and link speed in network are U (1, 10) , and the computation cost of tasks and communication cost between tasks are U(1, 1000). CCR (Communication-Computation-Ratio) is defined as 0.1-10.0. The construction of task graph is subject to literature [3] . We assume that each switch connects with U [4, 16] processors and there exists a path between any a pair of switches. The switches are connected randomly to simulate real wide area network. The performance metric in the experiments is makespan. The simulation program is written in GNU C, running on Linux 2.4.18-3, 1G RAM, 2.0GHz CPU.
Simulation experiment in homogeneous systems
In homogeneous systems, we assume that the processing speed of processors and communication transfer speed on links are all 1. Fig.2 gives the performance comparison between OIHSA, BBSA to BA. The results in Figure 1 are average value under different number of processors when CCR is 0.1-10. The x-axis represents CCR and the y-axis represents percentage improvement in reduced makespan compared OIHSA and BBAS to BA.
As can be seen from the figure, with the increase of CCR, the reduced makespan ratio increases gradually. One reason is that our algorithm chooses the modified route to balance the workload of network. Another reason is that our algorithms utilizes efficient heuristics to schedule edges on links as soon as possible, which leads to earlier start time of successive tasks, thus the makespan is reduced efficiently. However, when the CCR is very large (e.g., CCR>6), the improved performance is not as good as the case when CCR is relatively small. It owes to the fact that overdue communication data makes network workload very heavy, thus, all algorithms face with the critical problem of communication contention and delay on links. It can be found that BBSA is generally better than OIHSA since spare bandwidth can be fully used by BBSA to improve scheduling performance. Figure 2 shows the influence of the number of processors on makespan. With the increase of the number of the processors, the number of available communication links increases accordingly in the simulation experiment. Thus the modified routing algorithm will choose better route path for edge communication. Meanwhile the optimal insertion and full use of bandwidth reduce makespan more efficiently because of more even network workload. But when the number of processors exceeds 64, the improved scheduling performance degrades. The reason is that improved scheduling performance is constrained by the number of tasks and degree of parallelism in the simulation experiment. Figure 3 and Figure 4 give the performance comparison between our algorithms and BA in heterogeneous systems. The benchmark is the same as the experiment in homogeneous system except the various speeds of processors and network links. Our algorithms still outperform BA in heterogeneous systems except that our algorithms show more superiority in heterogeneous systems. The reason is that the modified routing algorithm reflects the network situation much better than classical routing algorithm in heterogeneous systems. Meanwhile, BBSA can utilize more spare bandwidth on high speed network links to reduce makespan. The influence of the number of processors on makespan in heterogeneous systems is quite similar to the case in homogeneous systems, thus we do not give details further. 
Simulation experiment in heterogeneous systems
Conclusion
This paper focuses on the issue of edge scheduling for dependent tasks in parallel and distributed environment, while most of recently relative works ignore the contentions and delays of communication data transferred on network links. Combined with classically efficient heuristics, the paper proposes two contention-aware algorithms. Both of two algorithms start from the basic characteristic of the scheduling problem, and select route paths with relatively low network workload to transfer communication data by modified routing algorithm. OISHA optimizes the start time of communication data transferred on links in form of theorems. BBSA utilizes bandwidth of links on network fully to transfer communication data as fast as possible. Thus, the schedule length is reduced by our algorithms efficiently.
